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and the subsequent growing popularity of Osama Bin
Laden. Unfortunately, whether in Iraq, Afghanistan
or Pakistan, our efforts have been marked by widening
conflict and regional instability.
Secretary of Defense Bob Gates, in speaking of
transforming our military power into more democracy
and greater local authority in Afghanistan, stated “I’m
leery of trying to change history in dramatic, short
strokes. I think it’s very risky.” 1
This suggests that our policy is one that
contemplates a long and gradual process, but the truth
is that we are neither militarily nor financially capable
of long term occupations and nation building in remote
areas where our efforts fuel local insurgencies.
The world watches and analyzes every move
we make and we cannot expect to get the results right
unless our policy is a clear expression of our identity.
America and, indeed, the rest of our world face
the distinct possibility that the four forces shown
above are possessed of elements so powerful and
volatile that, should they collide, much of our planet

Ours is a world of extreme and imminent danger. It
crackles with messages of political, economic and
religious conflict and, when tensions build and words
fail, as they often do, violence is visited by one group
upon another. If that were not enough, our planet
shudders from the spasms that changes in technology,
population, wealth distribution and our natural
environment are forcing upon its social structures.
As a former sole superpower, and now still a
leading one, America’s role in crossing these cultural
quicksands is a risky one. It is made incalculably more
so by the fact that we wear two masks, that we regard
ourselves in two different mirrors, that we speak with
two voices and that the language of one is not that of
the other. This confusion of our identity poses difficult
political policy questions here and abroad.
Consider this example of our conflict in
Afghanistan. There, as elsewhere, we confront the
jihadists that are descendents of those we armed and
supported against the Russians. Our presence and policy
have been enabling factors in both the Taliban’s success
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could be consumed by events of either
natural or human origin.
Our country’s role in this
impending confrontation of interests is
made immensely more difficult because we
have been the world’s sole superpower
for the last two decades — a role to which
we brought little in the way of training
or suitability other than military and
financial superiority, these being the two
elements of danger that Pres. Eisenhower
specified when he advised us to “beware
the military/industrial complex”.
Today’s variety and reach of our
nuclear weaponry is far beyond anything
Ike could have imagined and no longer is
ours alone. This is one of the commanding
facts of our present status — the “sole”
in “sole superpower” no longer means
what it used to. It has been diminished over
recent time by the development of other
nations and systems, and this process will
probably continue until an approximate
technological parity emerges, but even
parity among nations offers no protection
from the same technology in the hands of
an extremist martyr-to-be.
This flux in world affairs, caused
by differing roles of economic and military
growth, is an historical fact of life which,
as the advantage of our relative power
contracts, we must be able to grasp both
intellectually and politically.
Our first step should be to
recognize that we are no longer the sole
superpower and that our reduced status
is the result of the combination others’
successes with our failures of policy and
practice. “Sole” should be removed from
both our superpower conception and our
vocabulary.
The area in which readjustment
will be made most visible, and for us
necessary, is that of foreign policy where
all major powers will have to move their
thinking towards a more internationally
oriented process.
In its original concept the UN was
viewed as being capable of facilitating
the shading and shaping of its members’
positions in a generally acceptable
way.
Because the present political,
religious and intellectual polarization
of the UN makes such a broad process
of accommodation highly unlikely, the
necessary policy reviews and revisions
will have to be undertaken by individual



states or regional groupings to which
they are committed.
Looking ahead, as more powers
come to wear the “super” label, the
formulation and expression of foreign
policy is bound to change. It will have
to seek specified, achievable results
that will enlist cooperation and benefit
others as well as ourselves. And it will
have to include stated and agreed to costs
whenever possible.
England dominated the world and
most foreign policy in the nineteenth
century.
That period ended abruptly
in the mud and blood of WWI, and is no
more. In its wake, WWII, our advances in
communications and weaponry technology
and the existence of the UN have imposed
real changes in the ways that we, and
others, will express and exercise our
international initiatives.
*

*

*

Each one of the forces in our title
illustration is supremely powerful in its
own way and approaches their intersection
with the gathering momentum of recent
history. Fueled by technology, faith and,
all too often, extremism, they indicate
the likelihood of a highly dangerous
collision.
Underlying and exacerbating all
four of these global issues is the quiet
and persistent pressure of population
increase.
However, as complex and
intertwined as these challenges are, there
are two questions that must be heard
and answered in order to make any real
progress possible.

DEFINITIONS
These are behavioral questions
which are rarely addressed directly
because of their political/ cultural
delicacy, but now must be faced.
The first deals with the
conflicting nature of Islam and its varied
interpretations. There is the violent,
jihadist Wahhabi view of Islam as the
flaming sword conquering and destroying
all differing forms of faith, government,
ethics, art, commerce, etc. And there is
the moderate Islam whose followers see it
as capable of co-existing with other belief

systems.
Islam is a dominant religion in SE Asia, the
Middle East and Africa and is an expanding presence
in Germany, France, England, Holland and the Balkans.
In the course of its mission, it has delivered a mixed
message that has served different purposes in different
times and places. As confrontation and violence
increases, this tactic loses credibility.
The moderate Islamic identity is the only one
capable of producing long term peace and political/
economic improvement for its followers. To do so, it
must declare itself opposed to the jihadist movement
and bear the risk of internal division and perhaps
conflict.
The question of which Islam is the real Islam,
of which voice should be believed, is one that moderate
Islam has been unwilling to publicly address. Again,
this is a behavioral matter within the Islamic family to
which no outside agency can bring credentials.
It’s quite possible that the moderate elements
within Islam fear that any condemnation by them of
their jihadist brethren will put their own lives at risk.
This may be so and the prospect of an internal Muslim
war to determine “the true faith” is a bloody one.
Nevertheless, the case of Islam’s true identity is
one that should be resolved. It may not yield an instant
answer, but continued silence on the part of moderate
Muslims seems unsustainable in view of Islam’s growing
numbers and violent politicization.
The second behavioral question of global
consequence involves our own country and identity.
The latter we have dealt with in some detail in previous
chapters, but in this case we refer to that specific
aspect of our identity that seems to have grown out
of our role as “sole superpower”. This is our almost
obsessive compulsion to recreate in other places our
own values and society.
We have labeled this “nation building”, but
that does not indicate the extent of our insistence upon
having our own homegrown extension of self in foreign
lands. The situations in which we display this fear of
separation usually commence, and are first presented,
as security threats, but it is not long before we are
called upon to engage in nation building and to provide
the institutions, training, ethical guidelines, personnel
and funding that is required to replicate our systems.
Faced by what we view as a security challenge,
our response reveals a psychological insecurity that
insists upon the familiar patterns and props of our free
market, democratic, capitalistic, non-sectarian model.
We are, it seems, unable to view other countries’
landscapes without wanting to attach to them the malls,
condos, high rises, super highways, sports stadia, jet
ports and ubiquitous media forms that we have built in
excess at home. This questionably beneficial approach
to other lands and people is only partially a matter
of politics, as behind the political drapery those who



represent our commercial sector can be heard as they
persuade, advise and demand the action that best serves
their interests.
Nation building is difficult at best and is made
more so when deep cultural differences are present.
In Muslim countries our attitudes clash head-on with
local ones regarding such basics as the human body,
sex, marriage, divorce, clothing, punishment, art, faith,
etc. And the latter, we have found, cedes little to
interpretation.
There is nothing new about the combination of
foreign policy with commercial goals. What is different
is the ability by which the increasing population and
technology of a leading superpower such as ourselves
can move mass marketing in a way that alters centuriesold lifestyles and cultures.
Our armed interventions are not risk free for
us. At a time when our economy is in an extremely
precarious condition they constitute a viable economic
threat. A recent report2 indicates that we have spent
$53 billion in Iraq since 2003 for reconstruction
of infrastructure and relief. And yet many of the
hospitals, H2O treatment and electrical plants, schools,
bridges, etc. are not operating as planned, or at all,
because Iraqis are not able enough or available for
their operation, and American contractors have been
paid and returned home.
Stuart Bowen, inspector general of the
Government Accounting Office (GAO) for Iraq, has
reported that the GAO “regularly raised concerns
about the potential waste of US taxpayer money
resulting from reconstruction projects that were
poorly planned, badly transferred, or insufficiently
sustained by the Iraqi government”3.
Bear in mind this $53 billion is only from one
source of waste. There were additional billions lost
by private contractors and the military. Still, today
“more than 40% of Iraqis lack access to clean water”
and “ 90% of Iraq’s 180 hospitals do not have basic
medical and surgical supplies”4.
Indeed, the use of private contractors
has changed our way of war. There are about 600
contractors in Iraq, Afghanistan & Pakistan whose
employees number about the same as our 260,000
military personnel.5 In addition to normal civilian
functions they provide security, special ops, snatch &
grab abductions and targeted assassinations which can
pose ethical or constitutional questions.
The line between private contractors and our
military’s tasks is becoming increasingly blurred with
private services moving higher up the chain of command
and often without Congress’ knowledge or approval.
This is not good. These groups operate in the
confusion of wartime, when legal/social restrictions
are not in place, and are able to establish extralegal
powers that become the basis for a military/political
complex. Consider Rome’s Praetorian Guards, Hitler’s

SS and Saddam Hussein’s and Iran’s Revolutionary
Guards. They all provided political security in return
for special authority capable of being exercised at the
highest political levels.
But Iraq is only the beginning. There is now
Afghanistan with its own peculiar problems such as the
extremely high desertion rate of 20% to 25% in its
security forces6 which require a continuing new supply
of thousands just to avoid troop loss. And, numbers
aside, such high turnover and its constant drain must
cause a loss of efficiency.
Increasingly, our plans in Afghanistan are
couched in nation building terms, and our participation
in the spreading conflict in nuclear capable Pakistan
may be seen in Washington as having to be increased.
Poverty there is endemic and extensive and billions
could be spent without any notable effect. We should
not confuse results with purpose, but our press
releases often make no distinction.
This pattern of destroying infrastructure so
that we can rebuild it only makes sense to those who
profit from it, whether there or here. The saddest
part is that America needs rebuilding, that many of the
same installations we pay for abroad are on our list
of things that we must provide to our own society at
local, state and federal levels.
Throughout our history our government has
observed a general sense of fairness in its conduct
towards most of the people. In the last half century
this attitude has changed and the taxpayer has been
increasingly burdened with unwelcome and unnecessary
expenses.
There is considerable electoral anger in our
country now, most prominently about the Wall Street
bail-outs. Whether government can see it or not, the
taxpayer, contemplating massive infrastructure costs
in foreign countries where we have elected to wage war,
may not regard this addition to his burden as justified
or of primary importance. Sometimes government can
make a persuasive case, but our Congresses’ attitudes
towards the amount and type of expense the taxpayer
should be forced to assume has built real and wide
resentment, not so much because of the amount, but
because of the fairness factor.
Americans are fair and pay their share when
it is called for. Unfortunately, the Congress can no
longer act credibly as an arbiter of fairness.

*

*

terror it harbors and justifies as divinely sanctioned.
And they have no reason to believe that in the event
of an internal struggle over the control of dogma or
identity they would be spared.
Must it not be a sobering experience for the
clergy or members of a mosque to consider the random
destruction of their friends, families and selves
that would result from a bomb’s detonation at their
mosque? And might it not cause them to seek the safety
of avoidance, to turn away and to leave the extremists
to their own interpretation of Islam?
But, without control from moderate elements,
it is the way of violence, the way of the flaming sword
that is extending Islam’s grip on minds and territory.
This threat of fraternal violence is especially
difficult because it is grounded in shared faith. It is a
kind of spiritual blackmail from which the only relief,
although moderates resist it, is its recognition and
acknowledgement. Even then lives will be lost and
brother will fight brother.
“ It must be a matter of their choice,
not our dollars and soldiers.”

Our response is crucial to the world. Our many
speeches of respect, affection and tolerance for Islam
have not had any success in containing its extreme
element. At all our policy levels we should now call
for an authoritative Muslim statement of identity.
Muslim political leaders will resist, but this step is
one that only they can take. We cannot take it for them.
It must be a matter of their choice, not our dollars and
soldiers.
This raises some delicate questions for
everyone. Does moderate Islam’s leadership know the
real numbers of extremists? Do they care? Do we know?
And do we care? Enough to ask? Finally, is there a
moderate Islamic leadership?
Matters of faith have a right to privacy, while
matters of behavior in our conflicted world are all
too often public. The persuasion of public behavior
has been the goal of all international and regional
cooperative efforts — the League of Nations, the UN,
NATO, EU, etc. At its inception the UN was structured
to play such a role, but it has allowed the General
Assembly to be hijacked and split along the same
ideological and parochial fault lines that plague its
individual members with the result that it is largely
unable to bring about solutions acceptable to all or
most of its various power blocs.
The U.S. situation is somewhat different, as
both its nature and penalties are more political. The
leader(s) who would attempt to break free of the
political pack mentality would suffer loss of support
from the military/industrial complex which, in spite

*

For those who may choose, or be forced,
to answer these two defining questions there are
considerable, although different, risks involved.
Regarding Islam — whether in its wars of conquest
or in the conduct of Sharia law at its most local level
— all Muslims are aware of the physical violence and



destruction. Similarly, agricultural output, food prices
and institutional values will be altered in different ways
in different areas as the result of widespread change
in the natural processes that determine the quantity
and quality of water, and the availability of light and
moderate temperatures throughout our world. As
CC/GW is not limited by our man-made boundaries, it
can intensify human economic, political and religious
conflicts wherever they exist.
The history of our world’s human civilizations
over the past 5,000 years is witness to a variety of
cultural, economic and military movements most of
which have taken place horizontally in an East/West or
West/East direction.
In the temperate zones travel avoided the
threats to navigation, health and food availability posed
by the extreme weather conditions of our northern and
southern polar zones. In centuries of early exploration
trade was the motivating force, and for Europeans that
meant moving east by land. Later in the Great Age of
Exploration of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries,
as navigational science and instrumentation improved
dramatically, the lure of oriental trade led to eastern
sea routes around the Cape of Good Hope at Africa’s tip
and westward across the Atlantic.

of Pres. Eisenhower’s fair warning, has become the
dominant voice in our economic and foreign policy
decisions. In his time no one could have imagined our
recent embrace of globalism and its effect of sucking
out our economic innards. We have become what we
were warned against, and to regain our freedom will
not be easy. Talk, of course, will be plentiful, but
our political structure is now largely supported by
special interests and, as the chance for any meaningful
movement away from this control and towards political
independence is remote, our government may find itself
behind the curve in the major issues of our time and
be forced to deal with them by reaction rather than
foresight.
*

*

*

ENTWINEMENT
One cannot contemplate our situation for long
without recognizing the impact of how thoroughly
the four issues in our diagram are interconnected.
Consider the almost inseparable religion/politics
quandary of the Middle East, the mix of money, nature
and geopolitics in the environmental issue and many
others.
In most major issues of our time, national
and global, there are two, three, or even all four of
these elements present. And, again, underlying all is
the unique and ubiquitous pressure of our planet’s
expanding population for which both its cause and
solution are matters of personal choice.
It is true that over time most of our planet’s
cultures have been conditioned to promote and
accept unrestricted population increase, and this has
established a global cultural momentum that will not
be reversed easily, especially as excessive population’s
penalties still appear vague and remote in time to most
individuals. But their resistance will hold the day
only until nature’s arithmetic decides otherwise at
which time its impact will be anything but vague and
remote. Although we are at the early beginning of this
moment of civilizational destiny, there are few sounds,
and fewer actions, to indicate we are aware of it.

*

*

*

*

THE NORTHERN TIER

*

We must now take a realistic look at our world
and how some of its key parts react to each other. To
do this we must note some evident similarities and even
more evident distinctions.
Global warming (CC/GW), for instance, if it
progresses will impact all parts of our planet, but will
be felt far more severely by the atoll island nations
in the Indian and Pacific oceans which face complete

*



Our cultural/historical reference to our world
divides it into zones –— Europe, the Orient, the Middle
East, Africa and the New World of the north, central
and southern Americas which, because of Europe’s
exportation of government, religion and language to
them, have become extensions of their parents.
The Near East has long been a unique part of
the world that was the only land bridge between
Europe and the Orient. It was populated by a mixture of
Africans, Europeans, Orientals, Mongolians and native
or nomadic tribes all of whom served, in one way or
another, the great trade route between Europe and
Asia. Its conjoined interests of politics and economics
are obvious and with the birth of Islam in the early
seventh century a new, volatile and eventually defining
element was added to the mix.
Lines can join and they can just as easily
separate. Trade routes, phone lines, highways all join.
Lines of geometry and genetics both join and separate.
Fortifications, boundaries and ethnic lines mostly
separate. Whether joining or separating, lines have
the ability to make distinctions, and are so used with
regard to places, people, politics, resources, religions
and other elements. Our national policies, especially
our foreign policy, are generally drawn to recognize
such distinctions.

Look at a world map and imagine a line drawn
from California’s most southern and western point
along our border with Mexico, then east through the
Gulf of Mexico, around FL, north and east to Gibraltar,
through the Mediterranean, through the Bosporus and
Black Sea and eastward along the southern border of
Russia to the Pacific Ocean north of Japan, across the
Pacific to Alaska and then south along Canada’s and our
western coast to our starting point.
This is a line that cannot be found on any map.
It is a line of distinction and separation that reveals
startling differences between what lies above and
below it. Not surprisingly, these differences are
strongly present in the four forces of our intersection
illustration.
By citing these differences we will see what an
extraordinarily important line this is. The countries
north of it lie mostly in the temperate zone. They include
the U.S., Canada, Europe and the Russian Confederation,
although their northern rims are not temperate, but
polar by climate, flora and fauna.
This largely temperate territory is blessed
with natural benefits for agriculture, livestock and
human productivity, most importantly providing its
human populations with abundant animal and vegetable
proteins and reliable supplies of clean water from
infancy on.
Below our line vastly different conditions
prevail in the tropical zones whose debilitating heat
imposes less productive life styles and far more
precarious community health standards. In many arid
areas the water supply is threatened and reduced
by extensive dry seasons and has to be renewed by
rainfall to provide for the next year. This is usually
accomplished by monsoons which carry their own health
risks and can remove much needed topsoil.
Another clear distinction drawn by this line
is cultural. Above are the countries that have given
the world what we call western civilization — mostly
Christian and white which derived from Rome and
Greece and then embraced Christianity and spread east
thru Russia and west to the “New World”.
This combination of classical and Christian
backgrounds, as Europe moved out of the Dark Ages that
followed the collapse of the Roman Empire, provided
Europe with an important cultural identity and unity
which flourished in its system of monarchical states
and survived, although somewhat altered, the major
upheavals of the Moorish invasion and the internal
schism of the Protestant Reformation.
Equally as significant north of the line is
its political character and its economic resources.
Politically, most of the nations have elected
representative governments of a democratic nature
with the largest, Russia, being the least conforming,
as it suffers from a lingering attachment to the
centralized power and methods of its Communist past.

As Russia’s size and climate are indistinguishable from its politics, they place it in a category
entirely by itself in terms of natural resources. It
enjoys an abundance of oil, gas, timber, fisheries, rare
metals, diamonds, water and agriculture with space for
growing and grazing.
Like China, India and the U.S., its industrialization has caused pollution and waste, and it must set
about repairing the environmental damage it has
caused, but Russia is uniquely spared the view of
future scarcity that faces many other nations, as in
a world of widespread, out-of-control population
increase Russia’s population has remained stable or
declined somewhat. This is a contradiction in our time
that results from the political/economic harshness
remaining from Communism and from Russia being mostly
successful in controlling its borders, although there
now exists a significant problem along its southeast
boundary which we will discuss later.
Economically, again, the circumstances that
prevail above our dividing line are unusually favorable.
The nations in this zone have all the natural resources
necessary for the operation of a developed economy
and the capability to feed themselves — not the rest
of the world, but themselves. This last is important
because, if CC/GW continues, it will turn arid and hot
many areas that are now temperate and will shift the
temperate zone north. This will have the benefit of
moderating temperatures and changing land usage in
large areas of northern Canada, Greenland and Russia.
It will also increase the pressure from populations to
the south to migrate to these newly temperate regions,
bringing with them their unresolved economic, ethnic
and religious problems.
If these northern nations are not blocked by
political inertia they will have to be technologically
inventive enough to adapt their economies and
production systems to the environmental realities
of our time. It can be done, as this northern tier has
in place the educational and medical infrastructure
capable of meeting future demands.
There are, of course, anomalies. Australia lies
far to the south of our dividing line, but is a staunch
insular outpost of British culture and government. Its
heritage is more defining than its geography. Japan, is a
curious hybrid with two generations of westernization
applied to it’s traditional Asian history.
*

*

*

SOUTH OF THE BORDER



The atmosphere and view south of our line
is entirely different. There, forces which we accept
with reluctance in our zone, control its politics and
cultures.
This southern zone is enormous. It includes

Central and South America, Africa, the Near East, India,
China and Southeast Asia with some penetration of the
Philippines. On the governmental scale it ranges from
small, isolated tribes in the interiors of the South
American and African jungles to the highly centralized
authoritarianism of China. It is a moving mass of
different faiths, accumulations of wealth and political
systems through which a high level of corruption is
constant. And in every aspect of its existence there is
reflected the punishing equatorial heat of its tropical
areas.
The population that lies to the south of our
line is vastly larger than its northern counterpart
including, as it does, both India and China, and all its
large populations are increasing.
Within this area there is nothing as dominant
as the combined classical/Christian inheritance of
the north. Instead we are faced with a mix of tribal
mythology, Egyptian, Hindu, Muslim, Christian and
Communist ideologies and religions.
For perspective, we should note that worldwide
the Roman Catholic Church counts about 1.1 billion
numbers. Ranked next among Christians is the Eastern
Orthodox and then the Anglican communion of about
80 million, half of which are located in sub-Saharan
Africa7.
Starting in Latin America, the main influences
are the Catholic Church and in the interior jungles
the local tribal beliefs with some Communism added
where local activists have formed cells. Moving east
to Africa, again there are tribal societies with their
particular myths, legends and laws and the missionary
efforts of the Roman Catholic, Anglican and other
Christian churches.
But in Africa everything changes because of the
widespread presence of Islamic faith and its companion,
Sharia law. In the Middle East, Islamic split-off faiths
exist along with Judaism and some Christian sects which
more aptly belong north of our line. After the Middle
East, India provides a refuge for Hinduism and then
from Pakistan on through SE Asia, Islam dominates.
Because the Islamic faith calls for adherence to
both its own spiritual and legal demands, Islam exerts a
dual religious and political pressure in the area of its
influence. That area constitutes a substantial share
of our world’s territory and populations. Islam is not
static. It is very much in motion and flexing itself in
ways that impact much of our world and our foreign
policy.
*

*

and balanced systems such as Brazil, Argentina, Turkey
and South Africa. Spread throughout this zone, in Latin
America, Africa and Asia are the subsistence economies
of native tribes whose ways rarely change and whose
lives are marked by their arduous poverty, climate and
terrain.
Corruption exists in all places, at all times and
at every level from the baksheesh payment to a minor
state bureau functionary to the millions paid by drug
cartels to cabinet level government officials and, even,
heads of state. In Muslim countries, for instance, where
payment of interest is prohibited, baksheesh, “a little
something extra”, is an accepted economic element.
But the consequences of corruption and the
degree to which it can penetrate and influence an
economy are most clearly evident in our neighbor to
the south, Mexico.
There is reasonable doubt that Mexico can bring
its corruption and violence under control. The highest
levels of the police and military security branches have
been compromised so that the drug lords operate with
impunity in an atmosphere of wide lawlessness. This
extends across our border in the form of increased
gang activities and drug commerce.
We have a growing trade in weapons to Mexico,
many of which are obtained by the drug cartels and then
used in the drug wars. Our response seems to not be
willing to say or do anything that might offend Mexico.
This may be long on courtesy, but not an effective tactic
in a fifty year old “war on drugs”.
*

*

*

Our map line is one that draws real religious,
political, economic and environmental distinctions. For
the observer, perspective is everything and, looking at
our world divided horizontally as we have done, we see
two very different zones marked by varying degrees
of cohesion of which the upper one contains about a
third of the earth’s landmass. Perhaps without undue
political or other pressure these two areas could
sort themselves out and coexist as two benign entities
peacefully pursuing their own futures.
But there are pressures — the increasingly
urgent and difficult ones in our diagram that lie within
the purview of our political, religious, financial and
scientific leaders. To meet their ends, regional, global
and national organizations engage in continuing, wellintentioned debate, but not all issues are solvable by
discussion and priority is difficult to achieve.

*

The economies of the southern zone are as
curious a mix as its faiths. There are the emerging
industrial engines of China and India, the oil producing
states mostly in the Middle East and SE Asia, but also in
Africa and Latin America, and the more broadly developed

“And it will have the last word.”



The underlying effect of population exemplifies
this difficulty. It impacts all people and all issues and
yet has gained very little governmental recognition

or response. It offends and is ignored by important
constituencies, and yet it will be heard. And it will
have the last word. Not the last laugh, mind you, as it
is no laughing matter, but the last word.

*

*

*

INCONVENIENT TRUTHS
Why should we be concerned about what the
world looks like? It has for centuries had different
appearances — sometimes created by quick military
rearrangements of populations and wealth and, at
other times, more gradual accommodations of cultures,
religions, languages, etc.
Indeed, the cultural/religious cohesion in the
area north of our line presently exists in spite of
centuries marked by frequent political and religious
wars. Is the present peace only a temporary truce, a
lull between wars, or is it a societal marker of future
importance? Answers to defining questions such as
this should be emphasized in determining our foreign
policy, but with all our current potential crises they
are often assigned lesser priority than more immediate
issues.
On both sides of Russia’s southeastern border
that runs from the Caspian Sea to Mongolia live
hundreds of millions of Muslims, probably the largest
ethnic/religious border minority in the world. They
have inhabited this area for centuries and have been
given unusual autonomy by both Czarist and Communist
regimes. Because of their strategic location the
Muslim members of the present Russian Confederation
have been assiduously courted by both Russia’s and
our governments.
But life along this border has changed greatly
since Czarist days, and even since Stalin’s era. A few
days after last Thanksgiving, a bomb derailed a Moscow
to St. Petersburg train killing 26 and wounding many
more. Responsibility was claimed by a Muslim group.
Conflicts in Armenia, Georgia, and Azerbaijan reoccur
frequently and the Chechen rebel movement poses
a continuing threat to Russian control. In all these
areas the Muslim religious element is a key factor.
“. . . a message that Moscow now views
with new and legitimate concern”

And Al-Qaeda has not limited its destabilizing
efforts to attacks upon the US. From Afghanistan it is
also attempting to spread its message of jihad north
into Russia and Central Asia — a message that Moscow
now views with new and legitimate concern.



In that part of the world, as in others, where
religion, economics, populations and politics are
joined, their resulting volatiliy poses a constant
threat to well intentioned efforts towards compromise
or consensus.
Islam’s “flaming sword” is at work in bombings
in Iraq, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Indonesia, the Philippines
and parts of Africa, and yet there seems to be little
expressed recognition of this at our policy levels. The
southern borders of Europe have, like those in Russia,
become areas of entry and occupation by any means
possible, legal or illegal. This has now produced a
second generation of native born Muslim Europeans
armed with citizenship and determination to forge an
Islamic identity in Europe by both procreation and
politics.
Were religion the only change applied by Islam,
it might be accommodated, but with faith often comes
the law (Islamic Sharia) which is totally antithetical
to our western values. Western democracies pride
themselves on being able to host differing faiths and
cultures and to tolerate the changes in dress, language,
worship and custom they bring. If they believe they can
also provide a home for a second legal system derived
from a foreign faith, they are deluding themselves.
In a surprising statement last year the
Archbishop of Canterbury proposed allowing some
aspects of Sharia law to be recognized in England. In
all probability, this would be deeply resented by most
British citizens and would create strong arguments
over what might constitute proper sentencing,
punishment and imprisonment procedures, but some
local politicians’ acute sense of hearing has picked
up his message in those numerous urban areas where
mosques, language and trade have tilted to Muslim
advantage.
In our country our “leaders” issue calls for
multicultural acceptance of Islam and its followers.
But which Islam? What is not heard is any demand
for clarification of Islamic identity. Is the Islam that
multiculturalism requires us to honor the moderate
Islam of gracious welcome and peaceful coexistence? Or
is it Islam of “the flaming sword”? We cannot make this
decision. It is one of elemental dogma where sharply
contrasting interpretations defy our understanding.
Islam’s division was clearly evident in the
actions that followed the Christmas bombing attempt
on Northwest Airlines #253 to Detroit. A 2006
internet posting by Abdulmutallab stated “I imagine…
how the Muslims … will rule the whole world and
establish the greatest empire once again”8. Meanwhile,
outside the courthouse where he was arraigned some
Islamic protesters carried messages such as “we are
Americans” and “not in the name of Islam”.9 Other
major faiths have shown deep divisions over the years.
The early Christian church split into Roman Catholic
and Eastern Orthodox branches and then again when

the Protestant Reformation separated from the Roman
papacy. Likewise, Judaism has grown into two distinct
forms — Orthodox and Reform.
Most of these groups have a structure of
authority that recognizes an individual leader
and spokesman — i.e., the Pope, the Archbishop of
Canterbury, the Patriarch of Constantinople — and this
practice extends to other groups. However, it appears
that there is no one person who can speak for all of
Islam, or even each of its two very opposite images. This
hampers our, and others’, ability to develop realistic
and effective policy in Islamic areas. 				
Any movement towards clarifying the nature of
Islam would benefit international policy formulation,
but is unlikely to gain wide traction for two reasons.
First, the location of oil and gas resources; and,
secondly, the fear of violence that targets anyone who
opposes jihadist Islam.
The latter cannot be underestimated as
moderates witness the random killing and maiming
of Muslim vs. Muslim when suicide bombers detonate
themselves in markets, in mosques at time of prayer or
other public places.
*

*

Its second contribution to the Russian
implosion was that the emerging computer/internet/
communications web was based on information sharing.
Such openness was a direct challenge to the decades
of secrecy and control that lay at the heart of the
Communist system, and those in charge of the Communist
Party, media and intelligence/security functions were
unable to part with their past ways and embrace the
cyber future.
The computer/internet path has changed our
society in ways we could not imagine and, to a much
lesser degree, Russia’s also, but the parallel that we
should be aware of is the economic one. As Russia was
in the 1980s, we find ourselves engaged in expensive
overseas wars of our initiation that must be paid for by
an exhausted economy.
Then, in Afghanistan we backed the locals
against the foreign invader. Now, we are the foreign
force. Then, we engaged in an alliance of common
interest. Now, we must persuade the Afghan people that
the war in their homeland is in their interest. This is
not an easy argument to make and the Afghan people
have been able to forcibly reject it in the past.

*

The divided personality of Islam is no less than
that of our own conflicted identity. Consider our
military, for example. In our revolutionary days we
were the light, quick force that by stealth, flexibility
and hit-and-run tactics outmaneuvered the British in
their dress parade costumes and battle formations.
Look at Iraq/Afghanistan where the roles have
been reversed. Every US soldier carries fifty pounds
or more of equipment and is accompanied by tanks,
trucks, artillery, aircraft, etc. of which the combined
firepower is truly awesome. Our foes have no uniforms,
no mechanized mobile fire power and their weapons of
choice consist of AK-47 automatic rifles, along with
small scale explosives such as rockets and bombs that
can be moved by their light trucks and quickly planted
or fired and dismantled by two or three fighters.
The insurgents that we now face move as quietly
and unnoticed through their towns and cities as we
did in our forests. At that time, although England
was embarking upon a century of being the world’s
superpower, we were able to deliver a military defeat
and win our freedom.
There is another role reversal of which we
should be aware that cries out for notice, but to which
we do not respond. About twenty years ago the Soviet
Union collapsed because its centralized economic system
was unable to meet the increasingly expensive demands
of its Cold War competition with the US. Technology
played two important parts in this failure, as Cold
War weapons became progressively more complex and
expensive to produce, maintain and operate.

*

*

*

The price of empire eventually becomes too high.
Our sole superpower role has confused our policies
and principles and led us to try to establish cookie
cutter copies of our democracy in areas and cultures
where our values and methods are alien and unwanted.
This thought process that “If its good for us,
it must be good for others” is a political conceit that
serves the purposes of our military/industrial complex.
It provides new space in which generals can fight,
contractors can build, the private sector can market
and those who make up our volunteer armed services
can die.
“. . . our reliance upon growing debt
to fund our expenses.”



But look at the map. The world is vast. Who can
say where our next pursuit of security or our “national
interests” will take us? Some wars, some involvements
are more necessary than others. Will we reach or pass
the point when we can distinguish between the real
and the bogus? This is a question to which the answer
will change as our ability to finance war also changes,
bearing in mind our weakened financial condition and
our reliance upon growing debt to fund our expenses.
It is a sobering thought, in looking at our world
map, to see how many lives and dollars we have invested
in just two countries in which the final results and
costs of our involvement may not be known for many
years.

well have the adverse effect of fanning flames of
resentment and increasing activist fervor.
Take another look at the world map and Islam’s
present borders. It may well be that we are poised at a
moment of a massive expansion which will overrun our
western civilization. Or we may be at its zenith from
which it will retreat, for one reason or another, into
insignificance. Or it may remain, as it is, an opposing
and violent force, in a state of continuing conflict with
other faiths and cultures. These are questions only
history can answer.
In 732 AD at the battle of Tours Charles Martel
decisively defeated the Saracen forces at their furthest
point of Muslim penetration into Europe, but the latter
only became evident much later. The most we can know
is where we now are and how to make the best of it and
not make things worse.
More of the earth is home to Islam today than
it was at the time of its reach into Europe in the eighth
century. It will not go away, but must be dealt with on a
continuing basis. Armed intervention may be necessary
or appropriate at some times and places, but not at
others. What is in our real national interest is to offer
a policy to which others can subscribe that recognizes
the overall reality and can also make distinctions as
to the type of response the international community
should make, bearing in mind that Islam in our present
political world is an “active ingredient”.

As our reduced financial circumstances limit
our choices, we should be formulating a specific policy
for response to real security issues. This should be
shared with our allies and must have their commitment
as well as ours. If we spare the political rhetoric and
make it understandable to all, we may be able to reach
a consensus — first, perhaps, in NATO, then in the EU
and the UN.
In Afghanistan, policy pursued is no assurance
of policy achieved. There are too many elements to whom
the distant conference rooms in Brussels, London, and
Washington mean nothing. These are the war lords,
drug dealers and corrupt office holders who control
the flow of political power and money there. They
make up the hard, sharp edge of cultural resistance
that lurks beneath the more frequently and publicly
pronounced values and customs.
“. . . the Muslim memory is long.”
It was recently announced that we and the Afghan
government have secured the loyalty and support of a
powerful warlord with a payment of a million dollars
in return for which he will keep the Taliban out of
his area. And after we leave? Shifting alliances lie
at the heart of Mideastern politics and suggest that
diplomacy of this sort is an exercise in naiveté. Bob
Gates expressed doubt about changing history in short
strokes. He knows the Muslim memory is long.
We think we know what we will find if we
only press on, “finish the job”, etc., but we may
not. Afghanistan’s history, it’s political DNA and its
preferring things the way they are to becoming an
exercise in western nation building may prevail. It’s
possible that, say, in three, five or eight years we
could see a clear enough imprint upon the country to
“declare victory” and leave. But it’s equally possible
that such a vision would be flawed; that beneath our
imprint the outlines of old Afghanistan would remain
firm and inviting; that, whether gradually or quickly,
their invitation would be accepted, the country
would revert to its roots, and the voices of earlier
generations would be heard again at night in the high,
dark mountain passes.
Muslim extremism and activism is a problem in
China, Russia, Europe and Africa, but, like us, no one
there has asked the Muslim community to declare its
identity. Again, like us, they may be afraid they will
offend, but extreme Islam is active and expanding its
numbers and territory. It is unlikely that a collective
silence will act as a deterrent.
Islam is a difficult political mixture of oil and
religion. Were we to suddenly rid ourselves of our
reliance on petroleum, we would have more freedom in
dealing with the Islamic Middle East, but without our
petro-dollars living standards in this area would be
depressed, and any such economic dislocation could

*
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Corruption is ever present in third world
countries in which power is controlled and expressed
by tribal entities rather than open, public elections.
This is especially true in Islamic governments in which
political office is held or traded as the result of
personal power bases.
The issue of corruption in Afghanistan has been
one of frequent comment since our earliest presence
there, and burst into full bloom in the recent reelection
of Hamid Karzai as president that UN inspectors deemed
fraudulent.
Afghanistan’s institutions, political and
commercial, are far from seamless. At the places where
people, power or money are joined they often have to be
stitched together to bridge a gap. These places provide
excellent opportunities for money to change hands, for
it to leave the system, for it to be transformed from
public funds to personal wealth.
A report issued by the UN Office on Drugs and
Crime on January 19 provides a measure of scale. It
stated that in the past year half of all Afghans paid
at least one kickback to a public official, and that the
total amount of bribes paid reached $2.5 billion. This
figure is almost equal to the $2.8 billion estimate of the
Afghanistan’s opium trade, and amounts to about 25%
of the country’s annual gross domestic product.10

On many occasions we have made public
statements committing ourselves to the eradication
of corruption in Afghanistan’s government as part
of our nation building process. This is a worthwhile
goal, but it won’t be easy. We will have to face the
reality of different language, methods, standards,
values, structures and practices. Perhaps the best
we can anticipate is a few token arrests and/or trial
convictions with light sentences as punishment. More
likely, the Afghan system will find ways to modify
its corrupt practices, to include them in our nation
building activities and retain them for the future after
our departure.
There is another side to the corruption coin and
it has USA stamped on it. This is the growing amount
of theft, waste and corruption that we have allowed in
the conduct of civilian contractors employed to feed,
reconstruct, fund, secure and manage an increasing
number of projects and people where we have undertaken
military intervention.
The civilian contractor has become part of our
military action plan. In an operating atmosphere where
regulation is loose and often of the moment, where
oversight is not possible and opportunity ever present,
civilian contractors have been very successful in
finding ways to divert money/goods to their own use.
When exposed, media coverage is intense for a brief
period, but then passes and often, even after conviction,
these companies or individuals are returned to bidding
lists for future projects.
Civilian contractors are big business, with
their contracts running into billions of dollars, and
have changed the way our military operates. As they
operate in an area somewhere between the Pentagon
and the Dept. of State, scrutiny tends to be lax.
Their increased presence has had a significant
impact upon our use of military forces. First, much,
if not all, of their funding has been “off budget”.
The work that has been done by these contractors in
conjunction with our volunteer army has reduced the
number of actual military personnel required and
helped to make our military efforts possible without
having to use a national draft.

security and financial interests have suffered, and our
military procurement process has come in for much
justified criticism. Will the addition of another profit
seeking participant be an improvement? Not likely, in
our opinion, but the military/industrial complex now
has a new member with a large appetite and a loud
voice.
*

*

CRESCENT, CROSS AND CANDELABRA

“ . . . a new member with a large
appetite and a loud voice.”

Another impact has been conflict between the
military and the civilian contractors over, authority,
discipline, areas of operation, etc. The last, and perhaps
most important, impact has been civilian contractors’
emergence as a newly accepted element in the funding,
bidding and managing of war. In past years our funding
and bidding procedures have proved to be inefficient
and highly costly with the result that the nation’s

*
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The Middle East has been the battle ground of choice
and history for the wars of survival and aggression
between the three major desert religions — Islam,
Christianity and Judaism. Over two thousand years
the cast of characters has changed from time to time,
but the events and texts that inspire religious faith
have endured to the point where they now seem to be
protected by genetic code and transfer. They cross
and recross history’s stage, sometimes as prayerful
monks and at others as conquering warriors. Here are
some notes regarding present roles.
The Taliban: Islam’s far left. Extreme Islam,
whether of the Taliban in Afghanistan or the Wahhabis
in Saudi Arabia, is highly exportable to areas where
entrenched poverty and resentment prevail.
Saudi Arabia: This monarchy plus money is now
a delicately balanced political, religious and economic
system that lacks the release valves of public elections
and political argument/change. It is likely that “when
it blows, it goes”.
Our democratic principles pose a real threat to
the elaborate Saudi monarchy which must speak with
one voice to democracies and another to its Muslim
culture. It is constantly engaged in a wary dance with its
rigid Wahhabism and is the historical and geographical
center of Islam, although its authoritarian monarchy
leaves it vulnerable to forces of change.
Paradox and petroleum are front and center
stage in SA, but offstage these forces will jockey for
position and await their moment of destiny under the
constant view of the government’s intelligence/security
forces.
Afghanistan: Sought by the Taliban as an
ideologically pure and secure home base. Its main
sources of money are its poppy/heroin agriculture
and its protection/extortion collections from US
contractors and commercial interests. We pay for both
drugs and corruption.
A look at the map reveals that Afghanistan is
surrounded by members of the nuclear club — Pakistan,
India, Israel, Iran (in process) and Russia. In most of
its history the nuclear confrontation has relied on
MAD (mutually assured destruction) to prevent war.
Extreme, jihadist, martyrdom-seeking Islam nullifies
the MAD balance.

In the nuclear game the cards in the Islamic
deck have no images such as King, Queen, Jack, etc. —
only Arabic lettering which we cannot read — and the
martyr-to-be is the wild card. The card game, the arms
game and the diplomatic game all go on simultaneously.
There is no time or reason for friendly jokes, pats
on the back, compliments, time-outs, applause, or
demonstrations. What is shared is only silence, a
corrosive lack of trust, the need to continue and the
knowledge that any misstep could be fatal for all.
In some quarters, and at some times, there is
hope that it can end, that all the players will throw
their cards face down in the middle of the table and
walk away with their backs to each other. But such
hopes must be kept at a distance, lest they interfere
with the matters of the moment, the continuing play,
lest they become distractions and create weakness.
Here, for the present, is the paradox of
superpower. Islam’s power to create martyrdom, to
destroy millions of lives, both Muslim and others, is
one that only its followers can grant or withhold.
If unleashed, how do superpowers respond? Bomb
Afghanistan? Not much there. Or do we retaliate
against other Islamic nations?
And going beyond actual retaliation, on a level
with religious roots, do we face the possibility of WWIII
scale destruction because the three desert religions
cannot peacefully coexist? Just this month in Northern
Nigeria, Muslim youths set fire to a Catholic church
filled with worshippers. This set off widespread
destruction of mosques and homes over a period of
several days during which over three hundred people
were killed, many more wounded and thousands lost
their homes.11
*

*

also be further exacerbated by economic and natural
disturbances such as the present record drought in
much of Africa and the tsunamis and earthquakes in SE
Asia and Haiti.
In attempting to deal with the broad changes
in nature’s patterns that are becoming more frequent
and more evident, we must pay close attention to two
factors — time and flexibility.
Even in only the first decade of our present
century things are moving much faster than they did
in the previous one. Our old timetables for national,
regional or global action are no longer workable. Our
thoughts, actions, methods and managements must be
correspondingly accelerated. This is no easy task, but
nor can it be avoided. We are what we are where we
are — a threatened species of the twenty-first century
faced with the need to take prompt, cooperative action.
*

*

Most defining moments in history are not
readily recognizable as such when they occur. They
must be put in the kind of perspective that only time and
history can provide.
Our present moment seems to be clearly
different. Nuclear and/or environmental catastrophes
fueled by nature’s laws have the ability to extinguish
urban life, to poison the air, the ground and the water
of vast areas and to reduce societies to insignificance.
There is a horrible irony in that mankind’s
great progress in peaceful pursuits can be trumped
by weaponry and warfare. In the past we have been
able to work our way around this, but we now face the
anonymous, random destruction of the jihadist mind.
Randomness is present in an unusual degree
in both our nuclear and natural threats. The suicide
bomber, the hijacked airliner, the anthrax release, the
exploded train or truck all come without warning and
destroy random victims. The same is true of nature’s
increasingly destructive patterns. A tornado here, a
tsunami there, an earthquake or a flood — all are the
products of natural law, but strike at random.
Random is. Random rules! In nature we can
precisely map the genetic code and develop formulas to
express the laws of physics that govern electricity, but
we cannot know in what form or when a mutation may
occur nor where lightening will strike.
The same is true in politics. Tensions can build,
diplomacy intensify and demands increase, but we do
not know where or when the first spark of war or
revolution will ignite.

*

HISTORY IN THE MAKING
The original nuclear club consisted of the five
permanent members of the UN Security Council. Nonproliferation was theoretically embraced by all but not
enforced, and others — South Africa, Israel, Iran (in
process), North Korea, Pakistan, India — have entered
without knocking and taken seats at the table.
The UN was unable to control this issue due to
sovereignty concerns of its members and to philosophic/
political tensions between its General Assembly and
Security Council. Also in the UN, the ghost of the old
colonialism has been joined by a somewhat different
contemporary form in which the five permanent members
of the Security Council account for about a third of
the world’s population and far more of its wealth and
land.
This imbalance is not lost upon the growing
numbers of the world’s poor. The diminishing resources
and shares of world wealth available to them may

*

*
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The forces shown in our diagram are actively
present throughout our world and, no matter how we
think or what we do, they will require our attention.

None of them will simply go away. While our illustration
shows an inevitable head-on collision, perhaps by a
change in our thinking we could change this intersection
to a roundabout. The potential for collision would
still exist, but its damage could be lessened.
Islam’s acceptance of violence in expanding its
faith and imposing Sharia law could qualify for debate
in the UN as a matter of human rights, but the reality
is that the UN is not ready to participate in such a
discussion. There are too many Muslim nations in the
General Assembly who would take offense and label
even such a tentative exercise in global government as
an intrusion upon their religious freedom.
This is the UN’s main weakness. Although created
to engage in matters of broad global governance, it
cannot muster the necessary objectivity to do so. In
this case, the Muslim nations would act as executioner,
but other political, economic and environmental issues
also have strong constituencies opposed to the degree
of change that global progress may require.
Our role as a leading, but no longer sole,
superpower finds us now at war in several Muslim
countries — Iraq, Afghanistan, Pakistan and perhaps
Yemen — with no readily achievable goals in sight. One
of the main problems of these wars is that our stated
purpose has been nation building — to establish a new
democratic political reality in the countries in which
we intervene. We have offered and pursued this goal
without making it clear to ourselves and to others what
an enormous make-over we have in mind.
In Iraq we found that in spite of our unlimited
firepower, which enabled us to win battles and
skirmishes and reduce to rubble anything we chose, our
nation building goal remained frustratingly distant.
This is a different kind of war. We talk of
exiting Iraq in a year or two when it should be able
to maintain its own security with the help of “a few
military advisors” presumably working out of our new
$800 million embassy. But what if it can’t? If as time
passes, either quickly or slowly, what if old divisions
and enmities reappear? What if the old tribal lines
are redrawn and even reinforced by the pain we have
imposed and the money we have spent in the course of a
decade of military occupation?
When we have answered these questions, if we
can, we will have to ask them again of Afghanistan.
The amount of money we are spending, and the
waste and corruption that accompanies it, is staggering.
Our politicians of both parties pretend that we have
this money, that whether our wars are ones of choice
or necessity, they have a claim of priority against our
human and physical resources.
None of this is true. The costs of these
interventions are wreaking havoc upon our economic
system which will continue to be felt by our debt, our
currency and our standard of living for many years
after our departure.

What is the true nature of our involvement
in wars such as Afghanistan and Iraq? This is not
an easy question because wars can combine multiple
purposes. They can be fought to provide access to
natural resources (i.e. – Iraq’s oil), for the control of
seaways or for the establishment of military bases in
strategic locations. It’s clear that in these different
circumstances, and most others also, the political and
commercial considerations are joined and would prove
difficult, if not impossible, to separate.
This puts to the US a question of identity, not
unlike that facing Islam, as to who we are and how we
wish to be seen (and judged) by others. Our military/
industrial complex is a major player in our foreign
policies and wars. It would be useless to try to
deny this in view of the record of Halliburton’s and
Blackwater’s activities. There are many others.
There are admittedly practical problems in any
attempt to clarify public statements about ourselves or
our strategies. Security concerns limit any comments
to the broadest generalities expressed in time-worn
clichés lest we give notice of our intentions that could
give advantage to those who oppose, or who are likely
to oppose, us. Similarly, given our debtor status, we
are forced to portray our financial circumstances and
intentions as stronger than they are to our creditors
to avoid as much as possible rumors or comments
capable of roiling the global money markets.
*

*

*

“ . . . our current environmental threat
cannot be met by a piecemeal response.”
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We have emphasized, in calling attention to
the identity problems of Islam and the US, the close
connection between religion and politics. More recently
they have been joined by environmental concerns that
cross all borders. Planetary in its scope and impact,
our current environmental threat cannot be met by a
piecemeal response.
There is some truth in the claims that the
activities of the developed economies since the
beginning of the industrial revolution have been most
responsible for the present cumulative level of carbon
dioxide (C02) and other pollutants. There is just as
much truth that in today’s overheating world the
damage done by a molecule of developing economy C02
is the same as that of a developed country. And that
deforestation in undeveloped areas annually prevents
the absorption by trees of more C02 than is produced
by the world’s automobiles.
Our intersection symbol conveys the truth of
the world as it is. This is not the world we would like.
It is one, however, that we have fashioned.
In our country with its many forms of polarization

it is difficult to bring ourselves to believe that we
might create an open, moderate conversation between
government and the people about any of the four forces
in our illustration. And yet, it is desperately needed.
Even the two that are closest to the center
of our government, economics and politics, prove too
inflammatory for a cooperative effort. This would be
especially true of economics, with our emotional and
differing views of capitalism’s faults and benefits.
And, as if these four pressures were not enough
for us (America and the world) to contend with, they
are all subject to the constant pressure of out-ofcontrol population and its negative effects.
Author and teacher Frosty Wooldridge, in
America on the Brink: The Next Added 100 million
Americans12, states we are projected to increase our
population by a third, or 100 million, well before the
half century. This is a projection that requires real
thought and the answers to serious questions.
Where will they live and work? And how can
we provide housing and jobs for them? How will they
be educated? Our schools are already overcrowded
and many physically deteriorated. The new numbers
would require thousands of new schools, parking lots,
teachers, etc., as well as highways, bridges, sewers and
other infrastructure elements.
But population will cause even more problems
elsewhere. By 2050, according to the UN, world
population is expected to grow from 6.7 to 9.2 billion,
most of which will occur in less developed areas which
will increase from 5.4 to 7.9 billion. This projected
growth of 2.5 billion in less than half a century is
equal to the world’s total population in 1950.13
		
Most importantly, how will the US,
facing enormous deficits for the next decade, be able
to pay for the added costs of these 100 million? There
will be no tax income from jobs in steel plants, textile
mills or shoe factories. Our manufacturing capability
has been sold and dismantled.
Where will we find the necessary additional
water? And how will we prevent the price of food for
all of us from rising as land for growing and grazing
is diminished while demand increases?
Our attitudes, if they exist, regarding these
problems range from uninformed to unrealistic (“It
can’t happen here”) to outright denial. These are not
issues for which we can find solutions by throwing
around a lot of money which we do not have. They
require sensitive and determined deliberation among
ourselves and with others.
In all of these we must recognize the
consequences of our and others’ actions. For too long
we have all danced to the music in our own heads and
now are approaching a midnight of our own making when
the music will stop and all masques will be removed.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
M.O.C., by its analysis and comments, has
consistently tried to move our political process in
the direction of better government.
We have recently come across a very unusual
organization, 10 Amendments for Freedom Inc.,
founded by William Fruth, with a program that could
lead to improvement in the way our government
operates.
Fruth’s project proposes that a constitutional
convention be called by our states to adopt a
package of ten amendments. Our view is that, while
everyone may not agree with Fruth’s individual
selections, they do have a broad range of interest,
and their collective effect could improve the tone,
functioning and structure of our government. This
is an interesting and ambitious program. We suggest
that you take a look and give it some thought as a
way of extricating ourselves from our present
paralysis.
For more information, contact Fruth at
www.10Amendments.org or 10 Amendments for
Freedom Inc., 2740 SW Martin Downs Blvd #235, Palm
City, FL 34990. Tel. 772-781-6112
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